Reference Guide

One Analytics

Importing Datasets into One Analytics
Importing New Datasets
Complementary datasets can be imported into the One Analytics data warehouse using the One Analytics Import Tool. This
enables you to import the data from a CSV ﬁle into the data warehouse and create a TDS ﬁle that you can open in One Analytics.
You need a Pulse licence to use the import tool. You must ensure that the CSV ﬁle you want to import has a header row,
otherwise you will lose the ﬁrst row of data. The data ﬁle must not include any commas in the data or data headings. The import
tool treats commas as data delimiters, and so commas used otherwise within the ﬁle will cause errors during data import.
You can only have 20 datasets or a maximum of 200MB of data in the import tool at one time. If you already have 20 datasets,
or the attempted import will exceed the data limit, you must remove existing datasets until you have sufﬁcient space for the new
import. After deleting a dataset from the import tool, you should manually remove the TDS ﬁle that was created during the import,
because it will no longer function.
To import a dataset with the One Analytics Import Tool:
1. Open the One Analytics Import Tool.
2. Click the Find File button to display
the Open dialog.
3. Locate and open the required dataset.
4. Enter the Data Source Output
Location where the new TDS ﬁle is
to be saved by clicking the Find a
Location button and selecting the
required directory in the Browse for
Folder dialog.
5. If required, amend the suggested
Data Source Name.
6. Enter a Description for the dataset.
This is displayed to users who search
for the dataset in an SQL table when
queries are run. It should include the
source of the dataset.
7. If required, conﬁgure the dataset to tag statistical neighbours:
a. Select the Tag Statistical Neighbour
check box.
b. From the drop-down, select the column
that contains the Local Authority IDs.
c. In the adjacent free text ﬁeld, enter the
IDs of the Local Authorities you want to
use as statistical neighbours, separated
by commas.
8. Click the Import button. The data is imported and a TDS ﬁle is created in the directory speciﬁed in the Data Source Output
Location.

Deleting Imported Datasets
You can delete datasets imported into One Analytics using the import tool.
To delete a dataset:
1. In the One Analytics Import Tool, select the Delete Dataset tab to display a list of all currently imported datasets.
2. Select the datasets you want to delete.
3. Click the Delete Data Set button to display the Are you sure you want to delete dialog.
4. Click the Yes button to remove the selected datasets.
5. Locate and manually remove the TDS ﬁle from your local machine.

Related Reference Guides:
• RG_OA_Importing GIS Data
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